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Adapt Dorothy’s story from The Wizard of Oz by filling in the blanks with the appropriate type of word to create a new 
adventure. Don’t just tell the story you already know—make it your own. Once you have made your own story, ask a friend 
(or friends) to choose the word, without showing them the story, while you write the words they choose. Then switch!

My three friends and I wanted to ____________ (verb) to ____________ (place) to meet ____________ (an important person), 

who could help me get home, give Sam a ____________ (noun), give Taylor a ____________ (noun), and give Logan 

____________ (personality. However, wicked Wendy wanted to steal my ____________ (noun), so she tried to stop us. First, 

she enchanted some ____________ (plural noun) to make them throw ____________ (plural noun) at us. Next, she threw 

____________ (plural noun) at us. Then she made a field of ____________ (adjective) ____________ (plural noun) that made us 

___________ (adjective). Luckily, ____________ (person) saved us with his/her ____________ (adjective) ____________ 

and we were on our way. 

We finally arrived and met ____________ (person of importan, who would only help us if we brought back Wendy’s 

__________              ! On our way to Wendy’s ____________ (adj house, I was taken away by a pack of _______________. 

____________         , my friends are very talented. Taylor used her ____________ (noun) to encourage the group to rescue me. 

Logan used his ____________ (noun) to lead them through ____________ (place). Sam used his ____________ no to get them 

safely to me. But Wendy almost ____________ (past) Sam with ______________ (noun)! So I ____________ (past tense verb) 

a ____________ (noun) on her, and she ____________ (pasterb)! We successfully brought her____________ (noun) back to 

____________ (the same iperson). My friends got their ___________ (plural noun), and I went home to ____________ (place).
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